OCCA: Weekly Update (1/6-1/10)

General Reminders:
Coaches, be sure you are picking up your QC forms! If you have questions on the Quality Control
process, please refer to this document: OCCA Competition Handbook. We are happy to help you
through it. Please visit the Quality Control table at your next event and ask questions.
Majority Cheat Sheets are available. This is a quick and valuable resource for all coaches. Please click
here for the sheet: Majority Cheat Sheet
A note from our competition directors: It is important to register on time or at least give the director a
note that you plan to attend. It is vital to the planning purposes of the event and judging panels. If you
must cancel, please be courteous to the director and give them a heads up.
Results will be posted on the OCCA website every Sunday. Results can be found here: RESULTS. At this
time, we have chosen to only show placings and not actual scores. This may change in the future but for
now, this is the process.
Judging Clarifications:
Stunts 



Stunts should be up to industry standard.
o For example - a 360 to extension should dip, twist, and land extended within an
appropriate amount of time. (4 counts) - a 360 to extension is not dip - 4 counts of
twisting - land in the extension halfway through the twist and then continue twisting.
 This example goes for any stunt, this is just an example.
o If you have questions about whether a stunt is up to industry standard speak with your
QC or contact Jenny.
Make sure you are catching release stunts.
o Especially out of an inversion. The release can happen very quickly.

Tumbling  If a team is performing 51 % of the range skill as their jump-tumble combo (synchronized), they
should be scoring in the middle of the range (between 4.6 - 5.3)
Overall  Comment comment comment!
o Especially if you are giving a lower score, this means there is a lot to fix and please be as
specific about what needs to be fixed so they can make adjustments throughout the
week.
QC 

Please look for coaches that you have sheets for. While it is their job to come and get the
sheets, the system doesn’t work if coaches do not have their ranges.




Sportsmanship violations can be given if the coach is unreasonable. The violation is 10 points.
This is an opportunity to help coaches and to ensure all scores are correct. We want to work out
the bugs prior to state and give our coaches the information they need to do their best.

QUESTIONS?
Performance Judging: (score sheets, rubric clarification, questions about score)
Contact: Jenny Gonrowski, perfjudgetrainer@occa.net
Please note, another team’s scores will NOT be discussed. If you have a questions about your score or
score sheets, please include a copy of your sheet and a video of your routine in question. The video
should coincide with the sheet in question. Example: Please do not send last week’s video with this
week’s score sheet.
Execution based scores are difficult to discuss as the judge is judging based on the day.

Safety Judging: (stunt legality, safety violations received, safety questions)
Contact: Haley Thomas, safetyjudgetrainer@occa.net
If you have a questions about your score or score sheets, please include a copy of your sheet and a video
of your routine in question. The video should coincide with the sheet in question. Example: Please do
not send last week’s video with this week’s score sheet. A safety judge is also available at QC table at
the larger competition events to discuss violations.

Competition Coordinator: (general questions about events)
Contact: Bri McCain, compcoord@occa.net
Competition directors are responsible for their own event. OCCA provides some support but the
directors are in charge. If you have feedback or questions about a certain event, please email Bri and she
can help you or point you in the right direction.

